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Dr. Alyea Speaks at Forum; Subject: Peaceful Atom Use

Dr. Alyea, a famous physicist, spoke on the atomic energy at a recent forum. He discussed the composition of the atom, the applications of atomic energy in the field of medicine, and the potential for atomic energy to power the world. He also talked about the need for international cooperation to control atomic energy. Dr. Alyea emphasized the importance of peaceful use of atomic energy to prevent its misuse.

Fall Retreaters Discuss ‘Ones World’ Plan Farthome Program

On the weekend of October 8-10, a group of students and faculty members attended the fall retreat near the center of the campus. The theme of the retreat was “Ones World” and the goal was to discuss plans for the farthome program. The retreaters were divided into small groups and each group had a hot dog roast and an evening program. Saturday morning the various committees were established with the theme, “One World” and made their presentation. The World Relations Community decided to devote three-fourths of a day on the Latin and South American countries. They have invited Mr. Beiruti to speak at a reception on Tuesday, November 15, at 2:00 p.m. She will also speak at the regular meeting of the Thursday night. Other speakers qualifying for their team were being scheduled for the year. The commission is planning an International Christmas Program to be held during Christmas quarter.

SPIRIT COMMITTEE—ROYAL BALLET, IN PHILADELPHIA, ON OCTOBER 15

On Friday evening, October 15, the Ursinus Campus Spirit Committee will hold a dance at the Royal Ballet in Philadelphia. This is the last time Braith and Annie will be seen at Ursinus. The dance is in honor of the graduating seniors and it is open to the public.

Old Timers’ Day October 19, Organizations Ready Camp

Ursinus will once again be the site of reunions with fellow-classmates on Saturday, October 19. “Old Timers’ Day”, one of Ursinus’ annual events, will provide an interesting program for a day in the life of the Ursinus family. At noon the five sororities on campus will hold their reunion luncheons. The Cuba and Krey is sponsoring a bowling derby for all Cuban students.

The highlight of the day is the football game to be played at 2:00 p.m. at Wurdeman Field. After the football game, the old Yao family presents its Queens’ student vote for the homecoming king, and in such a way the Homecoming queen is crowned at the Vanity Club Ball the following evening.

In the afternoon, before the intermission, a feature show will be presented by the Alma Sorority team playing the Alumnae’s Newsome South Carolina Coffee Hour at 5:00 p.m. The Alumni Alumnae will visit and inspect the new women’s domicines in the former from 5 to 8 o'clock.

In the evening the Fetials will have their gatherings. The annual Springfield Alumni Coffee and Kick Off Dinner for class of 1963, will be held at the Crystal Room. The whole day will be climax­

The National Manuscript House will be held in the T-G Gymnasium from 2:00 to 4:00 p.m. The Ursinus Founding Queens’ Coming Queen will be crowned. The new queen will be presented as follows: Alpha Phi Epiphan—Mallory Cooper; Alpha Delta—Mallory Landon; Delt—a Livingston; Del­

In the evening, a banquet will be held at the Crystal Room with the entertainment of the vespers.

The Ministers for Concessions, New Proctors’ Rules

The student body will meet on Monday, October 15, to consider new proctors’ rules. The new rules are as follows: Alpha Phi Epiphan—Mallory Cooper; Alpha Delta—Mallory Landon; Delt—a Livingston; Del­
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EDITORIAL

Comments on Customs

At the beginning of each school year the highly controverisal custom of customs arises.

To a freshman, customs seem to be a way in which the sophomores revange the injustices done to them in their freshman year. To a sophomore, waddling in his power and glory, the meaning of customs may sometimes be lost. A junior becomes apathetic about the whole affair and looks back on his custom days with reminiscence. A senior also has little concern about the outcome of the sophomore project.

The ideas and attitudes of the juniors and seniors, and, as a whole, are of little importance in the present customs picture. The ideas of the sophomores, especially the members of the Sophomore Rules Committee, are extremely important.

Several members of each freshman class see the minds of their Sophomore Rules Committee and have definite ideas on how to unite a class, but those with the best ideas on unification are those who have a whole, are of little importance in the present customs picture. The ideas of the sophomores, especially the members of the Sophomore Rules Committee, are extremely important.

It's high time we brought our punctuation up to date. Men and women wouldn't be as foolish.

Have fun?

Sensible Punctuation

by Philip Rose

Rose has brought our punctuation up to date. Men and women wouldn't be as foolish.

Date Dressing at Ursinus

by Trinka Schabbel

Schabbel s strolling band in hand over the campus, on what a lovely day for romance, but let me enlighten the Freshman Class as to the right code govern- ing that lovely scene. The "college dunders are indeed enchanting as the strains of music float over the battle lines of the sexes which are thrown up at opposite ends of the gym. Boys and girls stand stary eyed, passing across the in-maid and into a few, very few, have dared to enter.

Freshmen women are full of excitement and are only slightly concerned about the fact that although yellow dinks and no make up are not exactly beauty, the girls are new makers.

You will be thrilled watching home from dinner in Freeland under the arches. You will be added one note of caution: any time, with one boy more than three or twice is clasped as "hard" and only one seem to them she might still be danceable. Following these haloed traditions, you the class of 81, will

Physical Suppression. To control such a group takes under-It's high time we brought our punctuation up to date . Men
taken even more responsibility on tired old periods, commas, and

Dear Editor

Once again the clamor of our parents' voices has reached the ears of the administration. The newly formed speech clinic has evidently been a success with the two hundred and fifty students.

College Pharmacy

319 MAIN STREET

Only Prescription Drug Store

In Town.

KOPPER KETTLE

413 Main Street

Collegeville, Pa.

"The Best Place to Eat"

COLLEGE DRUGSTORE

454 MAIN STREET

Collegeville, Pa.

HOME COMING

This is the word...

Last Tuesday evening at mid- night the upperclassmen of Ur- sinus were treated to the annual Nightly Track Meet present- ed by the Class of '61. The finish almost instantly and again did not choose to "break" track. Pickle Pedestals squad captured four last places and two ties. Daily Rinderman's squad didn't quite finish.

The girls in the next quad- range think that the late even- ing convert on Monday and Tuesday was much better, however, and they participated actively from the windows.

I don't know what exactly, but the telephone company listed the preregistered phone numbers here under the heading of "Number Under Act"

Cherrie Soper of Tusig, who is spending her junior year studying in Spain was a bit sick on Thursday morning. I hope she learned the Spanish word for "Thank you" in her conversations.

An appointee working on the sidewalks of the new dorm was sent to a 14 x 16 3/4" fore. He returned in minutes later with the re- port that he couldn't find any. The girls opened, however, one room about 14 x 16 3/4" if it could be used. The doors seemed to be locked in theirroom. As floor 3 will be the complete first floor.

The title of the most attached books in the Renaissance Weekly printings includes Tom Sawyer, 10; Al admire 50 to Jackie Roll- man, Round 58 to Ellen Cunnner, 39 to Michael Hehner.

There's a level of enthusiasm as the strains of oarsmen, customs seem to e a way

By the way, I'm glad to see you're sure getting a way to promote the idea. But the problem is getting her more thought. The table.
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Hats off to Ted Kershner this week for his very fine offensive and defensive game with Drexel. This was Ted's first start as quarterback for Ursinus, but by the way he handled the ball and called his plays he would be led to think that Ted is very experi-
enced for his position. His touchdown pass to Clem Anderson in the first quarter was a thing of beauty. Ted's fine running and passing were a big factor in the outcome of the Drexel game. He made a superb catch of a throw late in the fourth period which stopped Drexel one and for all.

SOCCER LAURELS

The soccer team opened its season this past Saturday with Stevens Tech, though the team lost, much Baker felt the team played as a team instead of any one individual shining above the rest. If there were any stars, Coach Baker felt that perhaps four or five men should be singled out for playing well, even though the team lost. Dr. Baker felt that most of the team did not play up to their capabilities. Those men who played well were Schmiedmayer, Harrison, Grundy and Settles. Let's get out and support the soccer team. The next home game will be with Swarthmore on Saturday October 26.
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The weather service is one of the technical fields found in the air branch of the armed forces. Any qualified recruit has his choice of fields of training, but if he selects meteorology he is exposed to a few months of instruction, he must prove his ability to pursue his career field in the armed forces. Just as a college education is important if it is not applied to your future, two or three years in the service can go for naught. Why? It's very important to learn the many charts and forecasts before you jump into a job in the armed forces career is in your future.

The Service and You

Our Service as the other two largest-selling filter brands—

This Week . . .

Attention, women! The SRC of the "V" will sponsor a babysitting program as a service to the community of Collegeville. Every third Thursday of the month the SRC will supply babysitters, free of charge, for parents in the community who wish to go to PTA meetings. This service will help to create better relationships between the College and the community, may lead to a regular babysitting job for those who would like to earn extra money.

If interested, please leave your name, room number and dorm with Randy Henn, room 163, Strauss Hall.

Pipes of the Week . . .

Free—Limerick, Pa.

Friday . . .

SPECIALS

Viceroy

Filter Tip

Cigarettes

Both Same Price!

Only Viceroy gives you
20,000 Filter Traps for That Smoother Taste

FLIP-OPEN BOX

FAMILIAR PACKAGES

This Week . . .

in Philadelphia

(Continued from page 3)

...for that smoother taste.

Only Viceroy gives you 20,000 filter traps as the other two largest-selling filter brands—twice as many as the other two largest-selling filter brands for that smoother taste.

Filter—finest-quality leaf tobacoo, Deep-Cured for extra smoothness! Get Viceroy!